

HORROR VACUI
– nature abhors a vacuum
– fear of empty spaces
– fear of open places

As the man said, in space nobody can hear you scream. The darkness and the utter cold of the void, and the suffocating grasp of the vacuum, make space a fitting terrain for monsters. They creep beyond our glass domes and burst out of our fragile bodies, because there is no one left to help us. In space we are alone. Yet aren’t we all – right here – in space all the time, screaming from the moment we emerge?

Of course, and indeed that stark picture of the desolation of space in the movie Alien is not the space we are most familiar with. Our household brand space is something to be filled and to be expanded into, a realm into which we rush trumpets blaring, wagons rolling and presidents making addresses to nation. Whether it is the final frontiers of Star Trek or the new fronts of colder wars, space seems to be a very noisy place indeed. Woosh, boom, zzzap and the home of the brave! So if American frontiermanship and capitalism are anything to go by, nature surely abhors vacuum and tends to fill it. In that space the clarion call of progress is heard from shore to shore, and expansion is a natural law.

The space of the Alien is itself alien and abhorrent to our touch. It is an inhospitable desert with just a few ramshackle oases where life hardly thrives. Our attempts to build and expand are mercilessly cut down by the monsters that lurk in the blank areas of our starmaps. In this very different space everything is inevitably eaten away. Nature not only slides towards vacuum, it seems to embody it.

The Question of Empty Places

Where might so divergent notions of space come from? I guess we could follow tradition and take a detour through the funny old Greeks. For people like Parmenides or Aristotle the whole notion of nothingness was an anathema, but without going into the needless exegetics let us just say that for them horror vacui or “nature abhors a vacuum” was an expression of the normative order of the world, the laws of the world as a totality. In that world there could not be vacuum since nature, the principle of the world itself, tended towards filling it. There was something everywhere. The expression horror vacui is of course a later creation – it is Latin, after all – but the notion is usually traced back to Aristotle. There are however some problems in here, since there is divergence of meanings beyond the façade of the expression.

It is useless to compare that world with our notions of space, since the very fabric of reality on which space is imagined is different. For the ancients the celestial realms were not space, they were expressions of lawlikeness or divine order, or just handy guides in the seas. The whole idea of space as space is actually quite recent. To get there we need the air pumps and mercury tubes of yore, where people produced what seemed like nothingness (vacuum in a can!) and could tell the ancients to shove it. So much for their world order. As the story is usually told, these empirical experiments dispelled old mysticisms and brought about modern thermodynamics. 

The heroes of this story vary. Sometimes the change is traced to Evangelista Torricelli (1608–1647), whose experiments with mercury tubes led to the first barometer. Often Robert Boyle (1627–1691) is made the hero of the story, but really this is a long history of developing various kinds of air pumps. In fact, the issue of vacuum had been debated by Islamic scientists who also developed various kinds of suction pumps. Heron of Alexandria (10–70), who was a distinguished builder of steam machines, syringes and pumps, had denied the horror vacui claimed by less practically minded thinkers. The story is hardly one of sudden revelation.

And of course many other things had changed and were changing. Some people were trying to move their heads from an old world ruled with a purposeful order that was analogous to the world of men, into a new world, a supposedly purposeless realm where the experiential spirit could rule supreme – with the legalistic backdoor that the Great Judiciary had of course given us the new laws that the experiments were trying to uncover. Breaks with the past are seldom absolute. (Of course other things were said in dark laboratories and within the masonry of libertine clubs.) 


One should also remember that ecclesial debates were not only obstacles to scientific inquiry, they could also clear space for them. Church gave sanction to conceive vacuum already in 1277 – the omnipotent God could create a vacuum – replacing the older notion that vacuum was suspect as it hinted at the absence of God’s influence. Still much later the Jesuit mathematician Paolo Casati (1617–1707) denied the existence of vacuum mostly on theological grounds.

The Practical Roots of Space

This is why the old texts on horror vacui, obscure debates between ancient Greeks and Enlightenment pioneers, seem so quaint: the whole notion of space, and thus of vacuum, has undergone many transformations. Still there are important similarities between these old notions that distinguish them from our contemporary conceptions of space and vacuum. Horror vacui was in the end a practical dictum, dealing with perceived nature. It was not nature at Alpha Centauri but in floods, mudslides, implosions and whirlpools. How could it have addressed men on the moon or silent screaming?

Everyone who is familiar with the laws of thermodynamics knows that in some sense horror vacui works. Remove the plug from the filled sink and the water “wants” to fill the pipe as fast as it can. It works, so it is true. But gaze into space and you know that in another sense it does not work (there is vacuum), so it is not true. Sounds more and more like Alien vs. Star Trek. This is because truth and falsehood are relative terms. Truth is true for some purpose, from some perspective. Despite the aspirations for perspectiveless truth by some vanguard paladins of natural science this applies to all our knowledge. We gather and construct our knowledge in a world we are engaged with, and its nature depends on those engagements. This of course in no way diminishes its truthfulness. This much should be obvious.

Even though horror vacui is clearly a failed cosmological statement, it is true in a world filled with stuff under different pressures and of different densities. What is most important is that this is also a world of technologies that take advantage of those regularities. We are used to working with a nature that wants to fill vacuums. That is incidentally why it is so easy to extend these engineering dictums into our everyday lives as expressions of natural leadership, transference of power et cetera. When the great leader falls or the shift manager is caught with a bottle, nature abhors vacuum. “Nature” works in mysterious ways, always changing form to suit our needs.

But still, screams the natural scientific homunculus into my ear, aren’t the laws of thermodynamics more true, as the air pumps proved? Did they not open the way for real science, as opposed to obsolete myth and superstition? Surely there is true vacuum, even though the creators of the dictum horror vacui denied it. As a respected colleague once said, the laws of thermodynamics are true in the traditional sense – universally and unequivocally true – only against the background of the Great Cosmic Toilet. The cooling universe that is slowly ticking towards its death surely does not abhor vacuum, it tends towards it, slowly and surely. Okay, not absolute vacuum, but close enough if compared with the present humdrum. (The average density of this universe is a couple hydrogen atoms per cubic meter. That is gazillion times more empty than anything we can produce in earthly laboratories.)

If we focus our gaze on the intricacies of our living world, the grand predictions of thermodynamics seem to be untrue. There are different and interlocking patterns of decay and growth, divergent spheres of space and time dictated by life and death. The unstoppable march of Entropy can be seen only from the seat of the Great Toilet, only in the long run. That everything decays in the end is a banality if we focus on the living world. Between the Big Bang and the Grand Slurp there are whirlpools of all sizes and durations. But that’s just it: thermodynamics were not originally created to fathom the totality of existence. Like horror vacui they were linked to praxis. Just as the meandering rivers and managed class systems were important for the Greeks, so are the applications of steam machines and later internal combustion the realm of thermodynamics. Thus even the space of the pioneering natural sciences was not our space. It was the space of practical engineering.

From Abstract Space to Experienced Spaces

For the hard sciences of our time, space is not a realm out there. Space is here, there, everywhere – a mapped geometric space of potential coordinates for force vectors and matter particles. Space is not emptiness as opposed to the lived world, it is a mathematically measured universal grid where our small islands of matter are scattered. And in the end even those are for the most part nothingness. Space as something distinct from our world disappears. And the practical notions behind horror vacui become just rough approximations of big dumb objects that hide the true world – the dance of quarks and invisible energies.

The notion of abstract space owes much to Einstein’s theories. After Einstein a lot has happened, and few people (not me) are qualified to explain the notions of vacuum in present cosmology. Basically the notions of ideal vacuum (absolute vacuum) and extreme vacuum (really really really empty) are useful thought possibilities that the concrete universe never realizes. Even outer space is much thicker than that. There are many different models, but they all share the notion that there is a lower bound on vacuum – there must always be something. So basically empty space and “full” space (really not that full after all) do not differ significantly.

Yet because of the simple fact that we live, that we grow and act and die in this world, we feel very strongly about life in here and space out there. Because we dance on a globe covered with thin clouds and because everything else is so bloody far away, we understand that space and vacuum are something completely different, no matter what the hard sciences tell us is “really true” – because for their crusaders there is only one concept of truth, only one context of inquiry.

But as we have seen, our intellectual history gives us recipes for very different conceptions of space. It is the endless desert and the limitless land of possibilities, the lonesome void or a home for unknown multitudes. As the counterpoint to our earthly home, space functions readily as a metaphor for our sentiments:

	Space is SOLITUDE
	Space is LONELINESS
Space is FREEDOM
	Space is the PROMISED LAND
	Space is the VOID
	Space is the EXILE

The aesthetics of empty spaces understandably accord with that divergence of meanings. Solitude and emptiness can be a source of horror, and by filling up the blank spaces we try to dispel the horror. And we have so many ways to fill the empty spaces of our lives: with endless noise, bright lights (more light! more light!), with the gluttonous stuffing of ourselves. Empty days are wasted days that drain away with every tick and tock, tick and tock, so we must fill them with activity, log it, share our exploits, remind the world that “I was here!” Our curriculum vitae is filled with the ever so important details of our lives that do not amount to anything if we do not leave our mark. Space and time are empty coordinates, and we must stain them with ink and blood to feel real.

Yet at the same time we often long for the solitude and silence of the empty places, and run away from the canvas of our life, so filled with the minutiae of our everyday worries. This is the realm of the heroic myths of the wise hermit, the solitary genius. These are the ones who dare to run away and make it on their own. (Of course few hermits ever did make it on their own, they were just really good at hiding their servants. Thoreau, in the splendid isolation of Walden Pond, sent his laundry home for his mother to do.) The hermit can look upon our mundane hurly burly with scorn and reduce our self-importance to ashes. Of course it is comfortable to hand that role to someone else, as it is windy on the mountaintop, and doing the groceries is murder. We can make do with the ideal of the solitary thinker and the voice from the wilderness.

Instead we go looking for the empty spaces as a pastime, on vacation from ourselves. In Finland, the customary retreat is Lapland and the illusion of empty lands. It is really no matter whether a person comes from Helsinki or from Lapland, you can still hear the tired old song of “original experience”, of true communion with nature and with oneself in solitude. The vacationers are of course more transparent in their conceit, but the northerners are not immune to this cultural self-aggrandizement. 

Diverse Ways of Filling the Blanks

Horror and longing for empty spaces are of course not the only sentiments in aesthetic horror vacui. The compulsive filling up of space is not only an act of desperation or romanticism; it can also be an act of demonstration or criticism. And in here horror vacui art gets much more interesting, as it does not submit to being a channel of supposed primal sentiments. Filling up empty spaces with sound, light or colour can direct our attention to the crowdedness and monotony of everyday life, those features of life that empty space contrasts. Or perhaps it can help to reveal the illusions of our solitary retreats by showing their necessary connections to the world. This is the ambiguous terrain of the critique of modernity: at the same time we seem to be forced into togetherness and disconnected into human atoms. 

The expression horror vacui is used widely in artistic discourse. It is often used as if it were an established technical term, but its applicability is so wide and its interpretation so loose that it really does not denote anything more than filling up something. Thus Islamic art, medieval manuscripts, suburban sprawl, Where’s Waldo, or some forms of Outsider art can be couple together as expressions of something unifying, a “maximalist” aesthetic, a dislike of blank spaces et cetera. The abhorrence or fear in horror fades to the background in this technicalized jargon. But since the potential sentiments of filling up empty spaces are so multifarious, there cannot be horror vacui art as such. The empty expression hides our complicated attitudes towards emptiness, solitude, freedom and retreat.

There is one common dimension of horror vacui that I have not yet touched on, however. Ranging from emulations of primitive art to psychedelic collages, from arabesque ornamentations to paintings by psychiatric inmates, works of art have often been lumped together as expressions of Otherness or the Primitive. These fulfilled spaces are assumed to offer us glimpses beyond our veils of civility into something more vivid and true. This assumption needs to be examined more closely, as it reveals how uncomfortable we seem to be about out dealing with the world, with reality itself.

Making Sense of the World

Our scientists and philosophers have convinced us that it is a miracle that we can perceive our world. The relationship of our head and the world is branded as the all time million-dollar-question. This great gap between our seeing the world and world as it “really is” is not only an issue of using fancy German words. In this terrain the power of determining reality is haggled constantly, as physicists, neurophysicists, cognitive scientists and others vie for the best bet in the game. The way the world really lies and the way we really perceive it is distanced further and further from our lived worlds. 

As the predictably inevitable counterpoint, these scientific and philosophical enterprises are lumped together as “the Western Science” or any other familiar straw man, and the alternative truths are searched in the various others mentioned above: the primitives, the drugged, the genius or the mad. The truth is out there. But unfortunately this search for truth also turns into denigrating the mundane, the everyday existence, the concrete life that we live here and now. Our tangible contact with reality is too cheap to be interesting. 

In both of these quests for the real, our perception of the world is reduced into illusions, and the world in itself is a terra incognita of boiling elemental chaos or emptiness among the flashes of the quarks. The possibility of true and accurate perception fades away forever, just like in a corridor of receding mirror images, as every alternative can be forever questioned. If you open up the issue of fundamental and universal truth, the can of worms can never be closed again. The trenches of scientific and cultural wars between schools of epistemology and metaphysics have been dug long time ago, and all you have left is to choose your colours. That is, if you want to stick with the notion of fundamental and universal truth. And believe me, despite all the hot air about relativism and postmodernism, most of our discourses still hover around these relics.

But these problems cease to be fundamental if we change our assumptions. Let us return to the practical roots of knowledge, to the concrete reality beyond the seemingly abstract debates of horror vacui. We can very well question the validity and self-evidence of our immediate experience without losing touch of the essential materiality of our relationship with the world. We are living things who grow into a world that we slowly learn to influence and share with others of our kind. The solitary savages of the philosophical games are meaningless, as they can never be made flesh. The thought-experiment about a full-grown mind who emerges into an alien world is not an experiment, it is an alien fiction with no possible point of reference. In much the same way, the idolised madmen, hermits or savages, for whom we look for insight into Reality, are always within a world, entangled within it. The hope for transcendent truths is merely a ritualised remnant.

Herein lies the ultimate refutation of the myths of solitude. Humanity is inevitably and irrevocably relatedness, built up in divergent connections to the world, which determine its nature. Empty spaces in our lives can only be measured against this general relatedness. Thus space (out there) is ultimately limited as an analogue: we are not lonely planets among the stars. Our screams can always be heard, or at least ignored. Even our loneliness is a human artefact, absence of relation.

The true vacuum in this human world is a break in connection: a silence that lets our words slip into oblivion and our artefacts into disrepair; a gap in the constant touching and talking and fighting; a forgetting of relations, friend or foe. In order to be human we have to be connected. Retreat into solitude is always a temporary solution, possible only as a counterpoint to togetherness. In this, life truly abhors a vacuum. In this necessary fact of relatedness there is no hidden morality, no inevitable tragedy or a message of salvation. We are in shared spaces, whether we like it or not. It is the filling that matters.
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